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ABSTRACT

Extraction of depth from images is of great importance for various computer vision applications. Meth-
ods based on convolutional neural networks are very accurate but have high computation requirements,
which can be achieved with GPUs. However, GPUs are difficult to use on devices with low power re-
quirements like robots and embedded systems. In this light, we propose a stereo matching method
appropriate for applications in which limited computational and energy resources are available. The
algorithm is based on a hierarchical representation of image pairs which is used to restrict disparity
search range. We propose a cost function that takes into account region contextual information and
a cost aggregation method that preserves disparity borders. We tested the proposed method on the
Middlebury and KITTI benchmark data sets and on the TrimBot2020 synthetic data. We achieved
accuracy and time efficiency results that show that the method is suitable to be deployed on embedded
and robotics systems.

c© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Extraction of depth from images is of great impor-
tance for computer vision applications, such as autonomous
car driving (Ros et al., 2015), obstacle avoidance for
robots (Oleynikova et al., 2015), 3D reconstruction (Sengupta
et al., 2013), Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (Engel
et al., 2015), among others. Given a pair of rectified images
recorded by calibrated cameras, a typical pipeline for binocular
stereo matching exploits epipolar geometry to find correspond-
ing pixels between the left and right image and create a map
of their horizontal displacement, i.e. a disparity map. For a
pixel (x, y) in the left image, its corresponding pixel (x− d, y) is
searched for in the right image and a matching cost is associated
with it. If a corresponding pixel is found, the perceived depth is
computed as B f /d where B is the baseline, f the camera focal
length and d is the measured disparity. The match with the low-
est cost is used to select the best disparity value and construct
the disparity map.

In the literature, various approaches to compute the match-
ing cost have been proposed. The similarity between two pix-
els has often been expressed as their absolute image gradient

∗∗Corresponding author: Tel.: +31-50-363-8240; fax: +31-50-363-3800;
e-mail: m.h.f.wilkinson@rug.nl (Michael H.F. Wilkinson)

or gray-level difference (Scharstein and Szeliski, 2002). In re-
gions with repeating patterns or without texture, the matching
cost of a pixel can be very low at multiple disparities. To re-
duce such ambiguity, the similarity of the surrounding region
of the concerned pixels can be measured instead. The match-
ing cost of a pixel pair is computed as the (weighted) average
of the matching cost of corresponding pixels in the surround-
ing regions. Therefore, the disparity predictions near dispar-
ity borders are unreliable when surrounding pixels with dif-
ferent disparity than the considered pixel pair have a non-zero
weight (Park and Lee, 2017). Disparity borders have been es-
timated, for instance, using color similarity and proximity to
weigh the contribution of a pixel to an average of another pixel
by Yoon and Kweon (2006). A scheme which takes into ac-
count the strength of image boundaries in between pixels has
been proposed by Chen et al. (2013). Zhang et al. (2009) con-
structed horizontal and vertical line segments based on color
similarity and spatial distance of pixels, and costs were aggre-
gated over horizontal and then over vertical line segments.

The creation of large stereo data-sets with ground-
truths (Scharstein et al., 2014) has facilitated the development
of methods that learn a similarity measure between (two) image
patches using convolutional neural networks (CNNs). One of
the first CNN stereo matching methods, based on a siamese net-
work architecture, has been proposed by Zbontar et al. (2016).
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An efficient variation has been proposed by Luo et al. (2016)
that formulated the disparity computation as a multi-class prob-
lem, in which each class is a possible disparity value. These two
approaches are restricted to small patch inputs. Using larger
patches may produce blurred boundaries (Park and Lee, 2017).
Approaches to increase the receptive field while keeping de-
tails have been proposed. Chen et al. (2015) used pairs of
siamese networks, each receiving as input a pair of patches at
different scales. An inner product between the responses of the
siamese networks computes the matching cost. A multi-size
and multi-layer pooling module is used to learn cross-scale fea-
ture representations by Ye et al. (2017). Disparity search-range
can be reduced by computing a coarse disparity map: Geiger
et al. (2010) defined a triangulation on a set of support points
which can be robustly matched. All resulting points need to be
matched to obtain the coarse map. An alternative approach was
to use image pyramids to reduce disparity search range (Sun,
1997; Luo et al., 2015). Starting at the top of the pyramid, a
coarse disparity map is constructed considering the full dispar-
ity range. The disparity search range used in the construction
of higher-resolution disparity maps is dictated by the disparity
map computed in the previous iteration. Matching (hierarchi-
cally structured) image regions rather than pixels to increase
efficiency and reduce matching ambiguity has been proposed
by Cohen et al. (1989); Medioni and Nevatia (1985); Todorovic
and Ahuja (2008). Such methods may include computationally
expensive segmentation steps. CNN-based methods are able to
reconstruct very accurate disparity maps, although they require
a large amount of labeled data to be trained effectively. Mayer
et al. (2016) showed that properly designed synthetic data can
be used to train networks for disparity estimation. The main
drawback of CNN-based approaches concerns their high com-
putation requirements to process the large number of convolu-
tions they are composed of. Although this can be efficiently
achieved with GPUs, problems arise for embedded or power-
constrained systems such as battery-powered robots or drones,
where GPUs cannot be easily used and algorithms for depth
perception are required to find a reasonable trade-off between
accuracy and computational efficiency.

In this light, we propose a stereo matching method that bal-
ances efficiency with effectiveness, appropriate for applications
in which limited computational and energy resources are avail-
able. It is based on a representation of image scan-lines using
Max-Trees (Salembier et al., 1998) and disparity computation
via tree matching. Our main contribution is an efficient binocu-
lar narrow-baseline stereo matching algorithm which contains:
a) a tree-based hierarchical representation of image pairs which
is used to restrict disparity search range; b) a cost function that
includes contextual information computed on the tree-based
image representation; c) an efficient tree-based edge preserv-
ing cost aggregation scheme. We achieve competitive perfor-
mance in terms of speed and accuracy on the Middlebury 2014
data set (Scharstein et al., 2014), KITTI 2015 data set (Menze
et al., 2015) and the Trimbot2020 3DRMS Workshop 2018 data
set (Tylecek et al., 2019). We released the source code at the url
https://github.com/rbrandt1/MaxTreeS.

(a) Row of image IL.

(b) Row of GL derived from IL through Equation 1.

(c) Connected components in GL.

(d) Max-Tree of GL.

Fig. 1: Example of the construction of a Max-Tree for the image row in (a).

(a) Original image (taken from
Scharstein et al. (2014)).

(b) Pre-processed image.

Fig. 2: Example of a pre-processed image.

2. Proposed method

We propose to construct a hierarchical representation of a
pair of rectified stereo images by computing 1D Max-Trees on
the scan-lines. Leaf nodes in a Max-Tree correspond to fine
image structures, while ancestors of leaf nodes correspond to
coarser image structures. Nodes are matched in an iterative
process according to a matching cost function that we define on
the tree in a coarse-to-fine fashion, until leaf nodes have been
matched. A depth map refinement step is performed at the end
to remove erroneously matched regions.

2.1. Background: Max-Tree

Applying a threshold t to a 1D gray-scale image (Fig. 1b)
results in a binary image, wherein a set of 1 valued pixels for
which no 0 valued pixel exists in between any of the pixels
is called a connected component (Salembier and Wilkinson,
2009). Applying a threshold t + 1 will not result in connected
components that consist of additional pixels. Connected com-
ponents resulting from different thresholds can, instead, be rep-
resented hierarchically in the Max-Tree data structure proposed
by Salembier et al. (1998).

Each node in a Max-Tree corresponds to a set of pixels that
have an equal gray level. Furthermore, all pixels in such a
set are part of the same connected component arising when a
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Algorithm 1 Proposed stereo matching method.

Require: Input images FL and FR, the maximum number of
colors q ∈ N, the coarse to fine levels S ∈ {N ∪ 0}n, the
maximum neighbourhood size θγ ∈ N, the weight of dif-
ferent cost types 0 ≤ α ∈ R+ ≤ 1, the minimum size of
matched nodes θα ∈ R+, and the maximum size of matched
nodes θβ ∈ R+, similarity threshold θω ∈ N+.

1: Apply median blur to FL, and FR, resulting in IL, and IR.
2: Derive GL and GR from IL and IR through Equation 1.
3: Compute a Max-Tree for each row in GL and GR.
4: for coarse-to-fine levels, i.e. i ∈ S do
5: for each row r do
6: Determine nodes φi

Mr
L

and φi
Mr

R
(Sec. 2.2.1).

7: if i , S (0) then
8: Determine disparity search range of nodes in

φi
Mr

L
and φi

Mr
R

(Sec. 2.4).
9: end if

10: WTA matching based on aggregated cost.
11: Left-right consistency check (Eq. 6).
12: end for
13: end for
14: Disparity refinement and map computation (Sec. 2.5).

return Disparity map.

threshold equal to the gray level of the pixels in the set is ap-
plied. The pixels in the connected component that have a lower
gray level are included in a sub-tree of the concerned Max-Tree
node. Recursively, all pixels in the sub-tree correspond to the
same connected component arising when a threshold equal to
the gray level of the pixels in the set is applied. Nodes may have
attributes stored in them such as width, area, eccentricity, and so
on. We denote the value of an attribute attr of node n as attr(n).
The connected components resulting from applying thresholds
to Fig. 1b are illustrated in Figure 1c. The corresponding Max-
Tree is depicted in Fig. 1d. We construct Max-Trees using a
1-D version of the algorithm by Wilkinson (2011).

Matching nodes in 1D, rather than 2D Max-Trees, has com-
putational benefits: 1D Max-Trees can be constructed more ef-
ficiently than 2D Max-Trees. However, it also has benefits in
terms of reconstruction accuracy. Our context cost (Section 2.3)
allows to distinguish shapes because area is considered on a per
line basis. When 2D area is used in the calculation of context
cost, this is not possible.

2.2. Hierarchical image representation

Our method only uses gray-scale information of a stereo im-
age pair. Let FL and FR denote the left and right images of a rec-
tified gray-scale binocular image pair, with b-bit color-depth.
To reduce noise, we apply a 5 × 5 median blur to both images,
resulting in IL and IR, respectively. Let GL and GR be inverted
gradient images derived from IL and IR, in which lighter regions
correspond to more uniformly colored regions, while darker re-
gions correspond to less uniformly colored regions (e.g. edges).
An example of a pre-processed image is given in Fig. 2. We

compute Gk, k ∈ {L,R} as:

Gk =

(
Φ

(
(2b − 1)J − |Ik ∗ Sx| + |Ik ∗ Sy|

2

)
div

2b

q

)
× 2b

q
, (1)

where q ∈ N ≤ 2b controls the number of intensity levels in GL

and GR, J is an all-ones matrix, Sx and Sy are Sobel operators
of size 5 × 5 measuring image gradient in the x and y direction,
∗ is the convolution operator, div denotes integer division, and
Φ(X) is a function which linearly maps the values in X from
[2b−1 − 1, 2b − 1] to [0, 2b − 1]. We construct a one-dimensional
Max-Tree for each row in GL and GR. We denote the set of
constructed Max-Trees based on a row in the left (right) image
as ML (MR).

2.2.1. Hierarchical disparity prediction
Stereo matching methods typically assume that regions

of uniform disparity are likely surrounded by an edge on
both sides which is stronger than the gradient within the re-
gion (Zhang et al., 2009; Yoon and Kweon, 2006). We exploit
this assumption by matching such regions as a whole. Effi-
ciency can be gained in this way because the pixels in a region
of uniform disparity do not need to be matched individually.
Another advantage of region based matching is that matching
ambiguity of pixels in uniformly colored regions is reduced.

Edges of varying strength exist in images. When all regions
with a constant gradient of zero surrounded by an edge are
matched, the advantage of this approach is limited because such
regions are relatively small in area and large in number. When
only regions surrounded by strong edges are matched, the num-
ber of regions will be smaller but these regions will contain
edges which may correspond to disparity borders. To solve this
problem, we match regions surrounded by strong edges first,
and then iteratively match regions surrounded by edges of de-
creasing strength. After two regions are matched with reason-
able confidence, only regions within those regions are matched
in subsequent iterations, i.e. nodes (nL, nR) can be matched
when (nL, nR) passes Eq. 5. The Max-Tree representation of
scan-lines that we used favours efficient hierarchical matching
of image regions. Similarly to the multi-scale image segmenta-
tion scheme proposed by Todorovic and Ahuja (2008), we store
the inclusion relation of non-uniformly colored image struc-
tures being composed of structures which contain less contrast.
We call top nodes those nodes in a Max-Tree that correspond to
regions surrounded by an edge on both sides which is stronger
than the gradient within the region. We categorize a top node
as a fine top node when the gradient within the node is uniform,
and as a coarse top node when the gradient is not uniform. Let
(Mr

L,M
r
R) denote the pair of Max-Trees at row r in the images.

We define the set φ0
Mr of fine top nodes in Max-Tree Mr as:

φ0
Mr = {n ∈ Mr | θα < area(n) < θβ ∧ ∃! n2 ∈ Mr : p(n2) = n},

where p(n) indicates the parent node of n. Consequently, a fine
top node n corresponds to a tree leave with θα < area(n) < θβ.
To increase efficiency, nodes with width smaller than a thresh-
old θα or larger than a threshold θβ are not matched. Coarse top
nodes can be determined by traversing the ancestors of fine top
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nodes. Top nodes with a higher level denote regions surrounded
by stronger edges. The level 0 coarse top nodes in a Max-Tree
Mr denotes its fine top nodes. Coarse top nodes at i-th level are
inductively defined as the nodes which are the parent of at least
one (i − 1)-th level coarse top node, which do not have a de-
scendant which is also a i-th level coarse top node. We define
the set of coarse top nodes at the i-th level of the tree Mr as:

φi
Mr = {n ∈ Mr | ∃ n2 ∈ φi−1

Mr : p(n) = n2

∧ ∃! n3 ∈ desc(n) : n3 ∈ φi
Mr },

where desc(n) denotes the set of descendants of node n.
Edges in images may not be sharp. Hence coarse top nodes at

level i and i + 1 of the tree can differ very little. To increase the
difference between coarse top nodes of subsequent levels, we
use the value of the parameter q in Eq. 1. Our method includes
parameter S ∈ {N ∪ 0}n, where n ∈ N. S is a set of coarse top
node levels. The coarse top nodes corresponding to the levels
in S are matched from the coarsest to the finest level.

2.3. Matching cost and cost aggregation

We define the cost of matching a pair of nodes (nL ∈ ML, nR ∈
MR) as a combination of the gradient cost Cgrad and the node
context cost Ccontext, which we define in the following.

Gradient. Let y = row(nL) = row(nR), le f t(n) the x-coordinate
of the left endpoint of node n and right(n) the x-coordinate of
the right endpoint of node n. We define the gradient cost Cgrad

as the sum of the `1 distance between the gradient vectors at the
left and right end points of the nodes:

Cgrad(nL, nR) =

| (IL ∗ Sx)(le f t(nL), y) − (IR ∗ Sx)(le f t(nR), y) | +
| (IL ∗ Sx)(right(nL), y) − (IR ∗ Sx)(right(nR), y) | +
| (IL ∗ Sy)(le f t(nL), y) − (IR ∗ Sy)(le f t(nR), y) | +
| (IL ∗ Sy)(right(nL), y) − (IR ∗ Sy)(right(nR), y) |. (2)

Node context. Let aL and aR be the ancestors of nodes nL and
nR, respectively. We compute the node context cost Ccontext as
the average difference of the area of the nodes in the sub-trees
comprised between the nodes nL and nR and the root node of
their respective Max-Trees:

Ccontext(nL, nR) =
2b

min(#aL, #aR)
·

min(#aL,#aR)∑

i=0

∣∣∣∣
area(aL(i))

area(aL(i)) + area(aR(i))
− 0.5

∣∣∣∣, (3)

where b denotes the color depth (in bits) of the stereo image
pair, #aL and #aR indicate the number of ancestor nodes of nL

and nR, respectively.
We compute the matching cost of a region in the image by ag-

gregating the costs of the nodes in such region and their neigh-
borhood. The neighborhood of node n is a collection (which

n4
n3

n2
n1

n0
n1

Fig. 3: The edge between uniformly colored foreground and background ob-
jects is denoted by a thick line. Thin lines (solid or striped) are coarse top
nodes. Dotted lines are coarse top nodes which are a neighbor of n0. Arrows
denote where the presence of a top node is checked. Gray (black) arrows indi-
cate the absence (presence) of a coarse top node.

includes n) of vertically connected nodes that likely have sim-
ilar disparity. All nodes in this collection are coarse top nodes
of the same level. We define that n1 is part of the neighborhood
of node n0 if n1 crosses the x-coordinate of the center of node
n0, and n1 has y-coordinate in the image one lower or higher
than that of n0 (i.e. le f t(n1) ≤ center(n0) ≤ right(n1) ). In an
incremental way, node n j+1 is part of the neighborhood of n0 if
n j+1 crosses the x-coordinate of the center of node n j, and n j+1

has a y-coordinate which is one lower or higher than that of n j.
Note that image gradient constraints which nodes are consid-
ered a neighbor of a node. In Fig. 3, we show an example of
node neighborhood and illustrate this gradient constraint. At
the coordinates of pixels corresponding to an edge (depicted as
a thick black line), there is absence of a coarse top node. There-
fore, the gray arrows indicate absence of a coarse top node, and
the fact that there are no neighbors of n0 above/below the edge.
We use a parameter θγ to regulate the size of the neighborhood
of a node: the closest θγ nodes in terms of y-coordinate are con-
sidered in the neighborhood. We use the node neighborhood to
enhance vertical consistency for the depth map construction.

Let NT
nL

(NB
nL

) denote the vector of neighbours of nL ∈ ML

above (or below) nL, and NT
nR

(NB
nR

) the vector of neighbours
of nR ∈ MR above (or below) nR. Let N(i) denote the i-th ele-
ment in N. Both in NB and NT the distance between N(i) and
n increases as i is increased, therefore N(0) = n. We define the
aggregated cost of matching the node pair (nL, nR) as:

C(nL, nR) =
∑

s={T,B}

(
1

min(#N s
nL
, #N s

nR
)

min(#N s
nL
,#N s

nR
)∑

i=0

(
α Cgrad

(
N s

nL
(i),N s

nR
(i)

)
+ (1 − α) Ccontext

(
N s

nL
(i),N s

nR
(i)

)))
,

(4)

where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 controls the weight of individual costs.

2.4. Disparity search range determination

Our method considers the full disparity search range during
the matching of coarse top nodes in the first iteration. In subse-
quent iterations, after coarse top nodes have been matched with
reasonable confidence, only descendants of matched coarse top
nodes are matched. The disparity of a pair of segments can be
derived by calculating the difference in x-coordinate of the left-
side endpoints, or by calculating the difference in x-coordinate
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of the right-side endpoints. To determine the disparity search
range of a node, we compute the median disparity in the neigh-
borhood of the ancestor of the node matched in the previous
iteration on both sides resulting in the median disparities dle f t

and dright. At most θγ nodes above and below a node which are
part of the node neighborhood, and have been matched to an-
other node are included in the median disparity calculations. A
node nL in the left image is only matched with node nR in the
right image if:

le f t(nR) ≤ le f t(nL) ∧ right(nR) ≤ right(nL) ∧
le f t(ctn(nL)) − dle f t ≤ le f t(nR) ≤ right(ctn(nL)) − dright ∧
le f t(ctn(nL)) − dle f t ≤ right(nR) ≤ right(ctn(nL)) − dright, (5)

where ctn(n) denotes the coarse top node ancestor of node n
which was matched in the previous iteration. Nodes touching
the left or right image border are not matched, as predictions in
such regions are not reliable.

After each iteration we perform the left-right consistency
check by Weng et al. (1988), which detects occlusions and in-
correct matches. Given a matching of two pixels, disparity val-
ues are only assigned when both pixels have minimal matching
cost with each other. Let match(n) denote the node matched to
node n. The nodes which pass the left-right consistency check
are contained in the set:

{(nL, nR) | match(nL) = nR ∧ match(nR) = nL}. (6)

2.5. Disparity refinement and map computation

During the tree matching process, it is not ensured that all
fine top nodes are correctly matched: some nodes may be in-
correctly matched, while others may not be matched due to the
left-right consistency check (Eq. 6). We derive a disparity map
from matched node pairs in such a way that a disparity value
is assigned in the majority of regions corresponding to a fine
top node, and incorrect disparity value assignment is limited.
To compute the disparity of a region corresponding to a fine
top node n, we compute the median disparity at the left and
right endpoints (i.e. the difference in x-coordinate of the same-
side endpoints of matched nodes) in the neighborhood of n. At
most, the θγ nodes above and θγ nodes below n that are already
matched to another node are included in the median disparity
calculation. The output of our method can be a semi-dense or
sparse disparity map. We generate semi-dense disparity maps
by assigning the minimum of said left and right side median
disparities to all the pixels of the region corresponding to the
node, while for sparse disparity maps the left (right) side me-
dian disparity is assigned at the left (right) endpoint only.

When a sparse disparity map is created, we remove disparity
map outliers in an additional refinement step. Let d(x, y) denote
a disparity map pixel. We set d(x, y) as invalid when it is an
outlier in local neighbourhood ln(x, y) = {(c, r) | valid(d(c, r))∧
(x − 21) ≤ c < (x + 21) ∧ (y − 21) ≤ r < (y + 21)} consisting of
valid (i.e. having been assigned a disparity value) pixel coordi-
nates. We define the set of pixels in ln(x, y) similar to d(x, y) as

sim(x, y) =
{
(c, r) ∈ ln(x, y)

∣∣∣∣ |d(c, r) − d(x, y)| ≤ θω
}
. We define

the outlier filter as

d(x, y) =

{
d(x, y) if #sim(x, y) ≥ #(ln(x, y)\sim(x, y))
invalid else

.

3. Evaluation

3.1. Experimental setup

We carried out experiments on the Middlebury 2014 data
set (Scharstein et al., 2014), KITTI 2015 data set (Menze et al.,
2015) and the TrimBot2020 3DRMS 2018 data set of synthetic
garden images (Tylecek et al., 2019). We evaluate the perfor-
mance of our algorithm in terms of computational efficiency
and accuracy of computed disparity maps.

The Middlebury training data set contains 15 high resolution
natural stereo pairs of indoor scenes and ground truth disparity
maps. The KITTI 2015 training data set contains 200 natural
stereo pairs of outdoor road scenes and ground truth disparity
maps. The Trimbot2020 training data set contains 5 × 4 sets
of 100 low-resolution synthetic stereo pairs of outdoor garden
scenes with ground truth depth maps. They were rendered from
3D synthetic models of gardens, with different illumination and
weather conditions (i.e. clear, cloudy, overcast, sunset and twi-
light), in the context of the TrimBot2020 project (Strisciuglio
et al., 2018). The (vcam 0, vcam 1) stereo pairs of the Trim-
bot2020 training data set were used for evaluation.

For the Middlebury and KITTI data sets, we compute the av-
erage absolute error in pixels (avgerr) with respect to ground
truth disparity maps. Only non-occluded pixels which were as-
signed a disparity value (i.e. have both been assigned a dispar-
ity value by the evaluated method and contain a disparity value
in the ground truth) are considered. For the Trimbot2020 data
set, we compute the average absolute error in meters (avgerrm)
with respect to ground truth depth maps. Only pixels which
were assigned a depth value (i.e. have been assigned a depth
value by our method and contain a non-zero depth value in the
ground truth) are considered. Furthermore, we measure the al-
gorithm processing time in seconds normalized by the number
of megapixels (sec/MP) in the input image. We do not resize
the original images in the datasets. For all data sets, we com-
pute the average density (i.e. percentage of pixels with a dis-
parity estimation w.r.t. total number of image pixels) of the dis-
parity maps computed by the considered methods (d%). We
performed the experiments on an Intel R© CoreTM i7-2600K
CPU running at 3.40GHz with 8GB DDR3 memory. For all
the experiments we set the value of the parameters as q = 5,
S = {1, 0}, θγ = 6, α = 0.8, θα = 3, θω = 3. For the Middlebury
and KITTI data sets, θβ is 1/3 of the input image width. For the
Trimbot2020 data set, θβ is 1/15 of the input image width.

3.2. Results and comparison

In Fig. 4, we show example images from the Middlebury (a),
synthetic TrimBot2020 (e), and KITTI (i,m) data sets, together
with their ground truth depth images ( (b), (f) and (j,n), respec-
tively). In the third column of Fig. 4, we show the output of our
sparse reconstruction approach, while in the fourth column that
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j) (k) (l)

(m) (n) (o) (p)

Fig. 4: Example images from the Middlebury (a), TrimBot2020 (e), and KITTI 2015 (i,m) data sets, with corresponding (b,f,j,n) ground truth disparity images.
The sparse and semi-dense results are shown in (c,g,k,o) and (d,h,lp), respectively. Morphological dilation was applied to disparity map estimates for visualization
purposes only.

Table 1: Comparison of the processing time (sec/MP) achieved on the Middlebury data set. Methods are ordered on avgtime. Our methods are rendered bold.

Method avgtime Adiron ArtL Jadepl Motor MotorE Piano PianoL Pipes Playrm Playt PlaytP Recye Shelvs Teddy Vintge
r200high 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
MotionStereo 0.09 0.07 0.26 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.15 0.07
ELAS ROB 0.36 0.37 0.34 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.36 0.34 0.38 0.39 0.37 0.36 0.37 0.34 0.37
LS-ELAS 0.50 0.50 0.51 0.48 0.52 0.50 0.49 0.47 0.48 0.49 0.50 0.48 0.49 0.51 0.51 0.50
Semi-Dense 0.52 0.33 0.41 0.43 0.46 0.49 0.45 0.47 0.57 0.35 1 0.92 0.92 0.33 0.27 0.44
SED 0.52 0.48 0.40 0.72 0.62 0.62 0.58 0.53 0.64 0.54 0.46 0.34 0.43 0.34 0.48 0.57
Sparse 0.54 0.37 0.47 0.49 0.51 0.48 0.44 0.43 0.58 0.36 1 0.92 0.92 0.36 0.27 0.5
ELAS 0.56 0.54 0.49 0.61 0.57 0.57 0.54 0.56 0.55 0.58 0.64 0.57 0.59 0.54 0.51 0.57
SGBM1 0.56 0.61 0.46 0.89 0.52 0.52 0.51 0.50 0.52 0.60 0.51 0.51 0.52 0.46 0.46 1.03
SNCC 0.77 0.72 0.62 1.27 0.71 0.74 0.60 0.60 0.75 0.81 0.71 0.72 0.68 0.64 0.62 1.49
SGBM2 0.91 0.84 0.74 1.55 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82 1.03 0.85 0.82 0.83 0.74 0.74 1.81
Glstereo 0.98 0.90 1.17 1.40 0.84 0.84 0.84 1.01 0.90 0.96 0.93 0.92 0.84 0.78 0.92 1.53

of the semi-dense reconstruction algorithm. Our semi-dense
method makes the assumption that regions with little texture are
flat because information can not be extracted from a uniformly
colored region which allows to recover its disparity. We ob-
served that the proposed method estimates disparity in texture-
less regions with satisfying robustness (e.g. the table top and
the chair surface in Fig. 4d). When semi-dense reconstruc-
tion is applied, in the case of an object containing a hole, the

foreground disparity is sometimes assigned to the background
when the background is a texture-less region. This is seen in the
semi-dense output shown in Fig. 4h. In what way our method
behaves when faced with uniformly colored regions can be al-
tered through parameter θβ. Due to inherent ambiguity, this pa-
rameter should be set based on high level knowledge about the
dataset. A dataset containing more (less) objects with a hole
that are in front of a uniformly colored background than objects
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Table 2: Comparison of the average error achieved on the Middlebury data set. Methods are ordered on avgerr. Our methods are rendered bold.

Method avgerr d% Adiron ArtL Jadepl Motor MotorE Piano PianoL Pipes Playrm Playt PlaytP Recye Shelvs Teddy Vintge
MotionStereo 1.25 48 0.95 1.48 1.69 1.15 1.09 0.90 0.95 1.27 1.30 4.61 0.90 0.70 1.77 0.77 0.90
SNCC 2.44 64 1.95 1.96 4.28 1.51 1.38 1.07 1.24 2.05 2.17 17.9 1.55 1.06 2.75 0.89 1.40
Sparse 3.17 2 2.31 3.65 4.53 2.36 4.07 1.88 7.19 3.88 3.23 3.87 1.5 3.65 2.84 1.24 3.95
LS-ELAS 3.30 61 3.26 1.66 5.58 2.22 2.08 2.65 4.42 2.11 3.41 8.34 1.64 3.03 6.55 1.16 8.98
ELAS 3.71 73 3.92 1.65 7.38 1.80 2.21 3.63 6.07 2.70 3.44 5.50 2.05 4.44 10.1 1.74 4.57
SED 3.82 2 4.51 5.28 5.88 4.22 3.97 2.54 5.26 4.20 3.72 3.53 2.78 4.23 3.40 1.35 1.75
SGBM2 4.97 83 2.90 6.37 11.7 2.54 6.26 3.59 13.0 4.55 4.03 3.24 2.63 2.07 8.32 2.30 5.76
SGBM1 5.35 68 3.56 5.57 12.4 2.78 4.45 5.50 15.5 5.04 4.55 3.55 3.17 2.31 8.35 2.85 6.61
ELAS ROB 7.19 100 3.09 4.72 29.7 3.28 3.31 4.37 8.46 5.62 6.10 21.8 2.84 3.10 8.94 2.36 9.69
Glstereo 7.36 100 3.33 4.28 36.9 4.48 4.92 2.73 4.67 9.60 5.95 7.19 3.82 3.15 8.63 1.36 8.30
r200high 12.90 23 10.7 11.9 16.0 12.9 10.8 7.29 11.8 5.52 17.3 35.5 11.6 13.3 12.2 7.45 31.7
Semi-Dense 13.8 58 11.3 10.8 34.9 9.3 12.6 9.97 20.4 16.9 12.3 11.7 7.3 18.2 8.31 5.11 18.9

that do not contain a hole but have a uniformly colored region
on their surface should use a smaller (larger) θβ value. Our ap-
proach makes errors in the case of very small repetitive texels
which are not surrounded by a strong edge. The sparse stereo
reconstruction output shown in Fig. 4g demonstrates the effec-
tiveness of the proposed method on garden images, which con-
tain highly textured regions: disparity is computed for sparse
pixels and disparity borders are well-preserved.

We compare our algorithm on the Middlebury (evaluation
- version 3) data set directly with those of existing meth-
ods that run on low average time/MP and do not use a GPU.
These methods are r200high (Keselman et al., 2017), Motion-
Stereo (Valentin et al., 2018), ELAS and ELAS ROB (Geiger
et al., 2010), LS-ELAS (Jellal et al., 2017), SED (Peña and
Sutherland, 2017), SGBM1 and SGBM2 (Hirschmuller, 2008),
SNCC (Einecke and Eggert, 2010) and Glstereo (Ge., 2016).
The reported processing time for these methods, however, was
registered on different CPUs than that used for our experiments.
Details are reported on the Middlebury benchmark website1.

In Table 1 and Table 2, we report the average processing
time and average error (avgerr), respectively, achieved by the
proposed sparse and semi-dense methods on the Middlebury
data set in comparison with those achieved by existing meth-
ods. The methods are listed in the order of the average process-
ing time (average error) in Table 1 (Table 2). We considered in
the evaluation the best performing algorithms that run on CPU
or embedded systems. We do not aim at comparing with ap-
proaches based on deep and convolutional networks that need
a GPU to be executed. These methods, indeed, achieve very
high accuracy but have large computational requirements which
are not usually available on embedded systems, mobile robots
or unmanned aerial vehicles. Among existing methods, Mo-
tionStereo is the only method that performs better than our ap-
proach, while SNCC and ELAS-based methods achieve compa-
rable accuracy-efficiency trade-off. Other approaches, instead,
achieve much lower results and efficiency than that of our algo-
rithm. The average error of our semi-dense method is relatively
higher than that of the sparse version. This is mostly caused
by the assignment of a single disparity value to entire fine top

1http://vision.middlebury.edu/stereo/eval3

nodes. By design, the disparity values in-between the endpoints
of fine top nodes are frequently in error, although not by large
margin. Our Semi-Dense method generates disparity maps with
competitive density. Our sparse method generates, by design,
highly accurate disparity maps with a density that is sufficient
for many applications.

In Table 3 and Table 4 we report the average processing
time and average error (avgerrm) that we achieved on the Trim-
Bot2020 synthetic garden data set. The sparse reconstruction
version of our method obtains a generally higher accuracy, al-
though it requires a slightly longer processing time than the
semi-dense version. The computational requirements of our
method do not strictly depend on the resolution of input im-
ages as we match top nodes as a whole. This is in contrast
with patch-based match methods which make extensive use of
sliding-windows. The efficiency gain obtained by our approach
is particularly evident for scenes with fewer edges. This is due
to the assumption on which our approach is based, i.e. the top
nodes represent regions comprised between strong edges.

In Table 5, we report the average error (avgerr), density (d%)
and processing time (sec/MP) achieved on the KITTI data set.
We compare our algorithm with the methods listed in Table 1
and Table 2 of which an official implementation is publicly
available. We used the same parameters of the experiments
on the Middlebury data set. Existing methods achieve slightly
higher accuracy, while our method achieves competitive results
with lower processing time.

3.3. Resolution independence

We evaluated the effect of image resolution on the runtime
of our methods, compared with that of a patch match method.
This method computes a cost volume and aggregates cost using
2D Gaussian blur. To highlight the efficiency of our method, we
kept the same blurring kernels although we changed the input
image resolution, and no disparity refinement is performed. We
resized the images in the Middlebury data set. We measured the
unweighted average processing time of our methods and Patch
match when given an image with specific width. We used the
same set of parameters as for other experiments on the Mid-
dlebury data set. The average running time, in seconds, of our
semi-dense (sparse) method divided by the running time of the
patch match method for the images with a resolution of 2000px
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Table 3: Processing time (sec/MP) of our method on the Trimbot2020 data set.

Method avgtime Clear Cloudy Overcast Sunset Twilight
Semi-Dense 0.33 0.31 0.29 0.33 0.35 0.37
Sparse 0.38 0.35 0.33 0.38 0.40 0.42

Table 4: Average error of our method on the Trimbot2020 data set.

Method avgerrm d% Clear Cloudy Overcast Sunset Twilight
Sparse 0.34 2 0.35 0.38 0.39 0.30 0.30
Semi-Dense 0.64 14 0.67 0.70 0.73 0.55 0.54

to 750px, in steps of 250px was 0.14 (0.16), 0.15 (0.18), 0.17
(0.19), 0.17 (0.2), 0.2 (0.24), 0.26 (0.31).

4. Conclusion

We proposed a stereo matching method based on a Max-Tree
representation of stereo image pair scan-lines, which balances
efficiency with accuracy. The Max-Tree representation allows
us to restrict the disparity search range. We introduced a cost
function that considers contextual information of image regions
computed on node sub-trees. The results that we achieved on
the Middlebury and KITTI benchmark data sets, and on the
TrimBot2020 synthetic data set for stereo disparity computa-
tion demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
The low computational load required by the proposed algorithm
and its accuracy make it suitable to be deployed on embedded
and robotics systems.
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